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Introduction 

It is anticipated that beam-plasma instabilities driven by the relativistic electron beam 

generated in a Fast Ignition route to inertial confinement fusion will play a crucial role in the 

coupling of the laser energy to the fuel target
1,2

.  These include the two-stream, Weibel and 

filamentation instabilities.  Of particular interest is the two-stream mode which may provide a 

method for achieving the required fusion fuel heating via the relaxation of the non-thermal 

electron beam through this instability.  This process generates Langmuir waves that 

parametrically decay into lower amplitude Langmuir waves and ion acoustic waves that are 

strongly damped by ion collisions in the dense plasma, resulting in energy transfer to the 

background plasma ion population
3,4

.  In the current context, numerical simulations have been 

conducted using the OSIRIS particle-in-cell code to investigate the plasma dynamics 

associated with this route to achieving target plasma ion heating via the two-stream instability.  

An overview of the results from these simulations will be presented and discussed herein. 

The two-stream instability 

The generalised dispersion equation for longitudinal waves in a plasma containing particle 

streams is: 
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Where ωpα is the plasma frequency and uα is the steady state streaming velocity for species α
5
.  

It can be seen that for large enough values of k the dispersion equation solved has four real 
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solutions.  For values of k less than kc , two of these roots form a complex conjugate pair 

which represent exponentially growing and damped waves where the growing wave solution 

is identified with the two-stream instability. 

The two-stream dispersion equation can be modified from the case of two opposing streams to 

the case of a stationary background plasma and a propagating electron beam.  As the velocity 

of the background plasma is zero in this case the dispersion relation reduces to: 
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This equation can be solved analytically for ICF relevant plasma parameters in order to 

compute a value for the growth rate of the instability. 

 

The growth rate of the two-stream instability is determined from the imaginary component of 

the dispersion solution.  From figure 1 this value is found to be 5.6x10
15

rad s
-1 

for the beam-

plasma system analysed.  As this analysis is a linear approximation and the instability in 

question is a non-linear process it only gives a benchmark for the growth of the instability. 

Therefore, a full numerical approach is required. 

PiC Simulations 

The numerical simulations were performed using the OSIRIS code which is a fully 

parallelized, fully relativistic, and fully object-oriented PIC code, for modeling intense beam 

plasma interactions
6
.  The parameters chosen are motivated by the conditions typical of a Fast 

Ignition route to achieving inertial confinement fusion
3,7

.  The system is initialized with a 

strong beam of 1MeV electrons entering an already compressed plasma region of density 

2.44x10
29

m
-3.  

The temperature of the background ion population was taken as Ti = 0.1Te with 

an electron temperature of 1keV and the ion-electron mass ratio fixed at mi/me = 1836.   

1D PiC Simulation Results 

The results from the 1D OSIRIS simulations show behaviour characteristic of the two-stream 

instability.  Initially the instability grows in accordance with linear theory before saturating 

non-linearly at a later time via the excitation of Langmuir waves and the consequential 

Figure 1. Two-stream dispersion solution for a beam-plasma 

system with background plasma density of 10
29

m
-3

, electron 

beam density of 10
28

m
-3

 and electron beam energy of 1MeV.  

The red line is the real root for the plasma contribution to the 

dispersion, the blue line is the real component from the beam 

and the green line is the imaginary component of the 

solution from the beam. 
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trapping and scattering of electrons by these waves creating turbulent phase-space structures.  

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show respectively the phase trapping of electrons in the beam, 

corresponding axial bunching of the electrons in the plasma and the excitation of an ion 

acoustic wave.  In Figure 3 it can be seen that an oscillation in axial momentum, p1, 

commences at a time of 9.80ωpe
-1

.  This builds to an ellipsoidal formation where particles lose 

axial momentum, reverse trajectory and are effectively phase trapped within the beam, as can 

be seen at t = 39.20ωpe
-1

.  The electrons in the background plasma also undergo significant 

modulation in axial momentum (see Figure 4), corresponding to the transfer of energy from 

the electron beam to the background plasma.  

 

Figure 3a, b, c. Phase space plots of axial momentum against axial position of beam electrons at t = 9.80, 39.20 

and 177.50ωpe
-1 

respectively. 

 

Figure 4a, b, c. Phase space plots of axial momentum against axial position of background plasma electrons at  

 t = 9.80, 39.20 and 177.50ωpe
-1 

respectively. 

  

Figure 5a, b, c. Phase space plots of axial momentum against axial position of background plasma ions at  
t = 9.80, 39.20 and 177.50ωpe

1 
respectively. 
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The PiC simulations presented are found to compare favourably to previous work by N. J 

Sircombe et al.
3 

where an investigation was conducted to study
 
the collapse of weakly 

relativistic beams of various initial energies using a one-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson code. 

Conclusions 

Evidence has been presented to suggest that effective ion heating can be achieved in Fast 

Ignition ICF fusion plasmas through relaxation of the thermal electron beam via the two-

stream instability.  Further research emanating from this work is currently in progress to study 

in detail the collisional effects implicit to the very high density/temperature plasmas produced 

in ICF targets.  This work will focus on the effect such collisions may have on the growth of 

the two-stream instability and its ability to transfer energy from the electron beam to the 

background plasma. 
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